In previous studies, we determined that workloads often contain many input-output (IO) concentrations. Such concentrations are aggregations of IO accesses. They appear in narrow regions of a storage volume and continue for durations of up to about an hour. These narrow regions occupy a small percentage of the logical unit number capacity, include most IO accesses, and appear at unpredictable logical block addresses. We investigated these workloads by focusing on page-level regularity and found that they often include few regularities. This means that simple caching may not reduce the response time for these workloads sufficiently because the cache migration algorithm uses page-level regularity. We previously developed an on-the-fly automated storage tiering (OTF-AST) system consisting of an SSD and an HDD. The migration algorithm identifies IO concentrations with moderately long durations and migrates them from the HDD to the SSD. This means that there is little or no reduction in the response time when the workload includes few such concentrations. We have now developed a hybrid storage system consisting of a cache drive with an SSD and HDD and a multi-tier SSD that uses OTF-AST, called "OTF-AST with caching." The OTF-AST scheme handles the IO accesses that produce moderately long duration IO concentrations while the caching scheme handles the remaining IO accesses. Experiments showed that the average response time for our system was 45% that of Facebook FlashCache on a Microsoft Research Cambridge workload.
Introduction
Hybrid storage consisting of a low-capacity high-speed solid-state drive (SSD) and high-capacity low-speed hard disk drive (HDD) is a cost-effective way of storing data. Hybrid storage reduces the input-output (IO) latency of applications by migrating part of the data on the HDD to the SSD. Both server products and personal products often use this structure [1] - [6] . Effective use of the SSD is the key to reducing latency.
The IO access patterns of applications generally have some locality, as exemplified by typical IO access patterns [7] , meaning that operating systems often encounter a mixture of access patterns during operation. Since each workload has unique IO characteristics [8] , the mixture of pattern creates different workloads. Our previous investigations of the workloads imposed by various applications on shared file systems, mail servers, and web servers [9] - [12] revealed many input-output (IO) concentrations. IO concentrations are defined here as aggregations of IO accesses. They appeared in narrow regions of a storage volume and continued for durations of up to about an hour. These narrow regions occupied only a small percentage of the storage volume and either remained for a long time or shifted to a neighboring area of the storage volume after several minutes on average. Furthermore, these narrow regions included most IO accesses and appeared in unpredictable logical block addresses (LBAs). These findings indicate that IO latency can be reduced by using a hybrid storage system in which IO concentrations are migrated from the HDD to an SSD immediately upon detection. We also investigated the workloads imposed by such applications by focusing on page-level regularity and found that they often included few regularities.
Therefore, caching [1] , [13] , [14] may not reduce the response times of such applications sufficiently because the cache migration algorithm uses page-level regularity.
We previously developed an on-the-fly automated storage tiering (OTF-AST) system [15] - [17] consisting of an SSD and HDD. The OTF-AST migration algorithm selects IO concentrations lasting for moderately long durations and migrates them from the HDD to the SSD. This means that there is little or no reduction in the response time when the workload includes few such concentrations.
To overcome these limitations of caching and our OTF-AST system, we have now developed a hybrid storage system consisting of a cache drive with an SSD and HDD and a multi-tier SSD that uses both schemes. In this "OTF-AST with caching" system, the OTF-AST scheme handles the IO accesses that produce moderately long duration IO concentrations while the caching scheme handles the remaining IO accesses. The response times for both types of accesses are reduced by collecting the first type on the multi-tier SSD and the second type on the cache SSD. Data is migrated from the cache HDD to the multi-tier SSD and from the cache SSD to the multi-tier SSD separately to avoid HDD random accesses. This reduces migration latency between the cache drive and the multi-tier SSD, which reduces the average response time.
The contributions of this paper are as follows.
• It characterizes the typical features of application workloads on servers. In particular, by taking a macroscopic view, we reveal that these workloads contain • It describes the newly developed OTF-AST with caching system, which reduces the IO access response time to less than that of OTF-AST only and of caching only. OTF-AST is greatly effective only when IO concentrations last for moderately long durations, while caching is effective both when IO concentrations are short and continuous and when there is no IO concentration. To make the best use of both schemes, we propose a hybrid storage system consisting of a cache drive with an SSD and HDD and a multi-tier SSD that uses OTF-AST and caching.
• It describes a newly developed scheme for migrating data from cache to a multi-tier SSD. It prevents HDD random accesses by migrating data on the cache drive SSD and data on the cache drive HDD separately. This increases migration speed.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the typical IO concentrations in server workloads. Section 3 describes our hybrid storage system (OTF-AST with caching). Section 4 describes our evaluation of OTF-AST with caching, and Sect. 6 compares our work with related work. We summarize the key points in Sect. 7.
IO Concentrations in Server Workloads
This section starts by defining the terms used, then briefly describes the results of three previous investigations, presents the methodology used in this investigation, discusses the characteristic features of IO concentrations from the macroscopic and microscopic viewpoints, and finally describes our approach to reducing the average response time.
Definition of Terms
Let us begin by defining the terms used in this paper. A logical unit number (LUN) is a logical volume of a storage system that is recognized by the operating system. A sub-LUN is a portion of a LUN consisting of contiguous blocks. The size of a sub-LUN is typically around 1 GB, and the size of a block is normally 512 bytes. Logical addresses are assigned by block and are used to retrieve data, which are stored in terms of LUNs. An IO concentration is an aggregation of IO accesses that appear in narrow regions of a storage volume and continue for a duration of up to about an hour, and Min is the duration of an IO concentration appearing for the same group of sub-LUNs. Workload is the number of IO accesses to a block during a short interval.
How Workloads were Investigated
In this investigation, we aimed to clarify both the spatial and temporal locality of IO accesses by taking both macroscopic and microscopic viewpoints and using the results of the investigations described in Sect. 6.1.
To investigate the workloads from a macroscopic viewpoint, we divided them into 1-GB subLUNs, counted the number of IO accesses to each sub-LUN during one-minute intervals, and calculated the number of IO accesses to each sub-LUN per second (IOPS) at one-minute intervals. We defined a threshold for each workload at which the IO concentration was extracted. If the IOPS of a sub-LUN exceeded the threshold, the sub-LUN was considered to be a component of an IO concentration.
To investigate the workloads from a microscopic viewpoint, we compared cache hit ratios obtained when we simulated these workloads with the sim-ideal multi-level cache simulator developed at the University of Minnesota [18] . We were able to execute simulation by using the Samba [9] , [12] and MSR Cambridge [10] , [11] trace logs. This is because these logs use the Microsoft Research trace format, which means that the sim-ideal simulation can be executed by using these logs. We set the cache sizes to 5% and 10% of the volume size. Since the cache migration algorithm affects performance, two migration algorithms were examined: a least recently used (LRU) algorithm and a adaptive replacement cache (ARC) algorithm [14] .
Characteristic Features of IO Concentrations
The features of the IO concentrations are summarized in Table 1. "IO access ratio" shows the ratio of IO accesses appeared in IO concentration against the total number of IO accesses. "LUN capacity ratio" shows the ratio of the IO concentration area against the total LUN capacity. "Average duration" shows the average duration of the IO concentrations. "Percentage of unpredictable sub-LUNs" shows the ratio of unpredictable first sub-LUNs for the IO concentra- tion. To judge whether the sub-LUNs were unpredictable, we summed the number of occurrences for each first sub-LUN from the workload and calculated the percentage of occurrences for each sub-LUN against the total number of occurrences. We judged that the sub-LUNs were unpredictable when the percentage was less than 5%. "Write ratio" shows the write ratio of IO accesses occurring in the IO concentration. "LRU" and "ARC" show the cache hit ratio when LRU and ARC were used as the sim-ideal migration algorithm. The "(5% or 10%of volume size)" is the ratio of the cache size against the total LUN capacity.
For the Samba and MSR Cambridge workloads, we defined the concentration threshold as 10 IOPS. We used the proj1, proj2, proj4, src1 0, src1 1, usr1, usr2, and web2 MSR Cambridge workloads because they have several consecutive hours of IO requests intermittently concentrated in sub-LUNs. These, except web2, were fileserver workloads. For the MS EX workloads, we defined the threshold as 1 IOPS.
Before discussing the characteristic features of the IO concentrations in the next two subsection, we briefly explain our understanding. By taking a macroscopic view, we found that these workloads contained many IO concentrations. Then, by taking a microscopic view, we found that the concentrations often included few page-level regularities. In other words, IO accesses might be appeared randomly when there is concentrated IO accesses. This means that the conventional caching scheme may not always improve performance for these workloads.
Macroscopic Viewpoint
The IO concentrations accounted for more than 58% of all IO accesses, occupied less than 2.05% of the LUN capacity, and lasted from 20 to 87 minutes. At least 66% of these concentrations appeared at unpredictable LBAs. These write ratios indicate the appearance of read-predominant, read-write-mixed, and write-predominant workloads. Figure 1 (a) shows an example of IO concentrations from the macroscopic viewpoint.
Microscopic Viewpoint
The LRU cache hit ratios for sim-ideal (both 5% and 10% against total LUN capacity) varied with the workload, but the ratios were low for almost all workloads, except for Samba and usr1. Moreover, these ratios were almost the same for both cache sizes. The ARC cache hit ratios were similar. This means that these workloads included few pagelevel regularities and therefore could not be handled effectively with caching. In addition, all the workloads included IO concentrations, which were extracted when taking the macroscopic viewpoint. Figure 1 (b) shows an example of IO concentrations from the microscopic viewpoint.
(The results for MS EX are not shown due to our inability to obtain the trace logs.)
Approach to Reducing Average Response Time
As pointed out in Sect. 2.3.2, caching is not necessarily a good way to reduce the average response times for the investigated workloads. This is because the cache hit ratios varied widely with the workload, but almost all workloads had low cache hit ratios. As for the effect of the cache migration algorithm, there were no significant differences between LRU and ARC. On the other hand, as mentioned in Sect. 2.3.1, IO concentrations appeared in all workloads. This means that the average response time can be reduced by migrating the areas with IO concentrations from an HDD to an SSD.
Such migration is provided by the OTF-AST scheme [15] , [17] . As previously reported [17] , around 17% of the Samba IO concentrations continued for less than 3 minutes while more than 40% of the MSR Cambridge IO concentrations continued for less than 1 minute. Some of the MSR Cambridge IO concentrations continued because they shifted to a neighboring area of the storage volume, and the remaining IO concentrations finished within the first minute. Therefore, OTF-AST migrates only the IO concentrations with moderately long durations (several minutes) in order to reduce migration overhead. This means that it does not reduce the average response time when short duration IO concentrations dominate the workload.
In short, caching and OTF-AST have different strengths and weaknesses. In particular, with caching, a write-back bottleneck may occur when a read-write-mixed or write-predominant workload is executed. Our combined approach reduces the occurrence of these bottlenecks and thus reduces the average response time for such workloads.
Workloads characterized by IO concentrations are common in today's computer systems as evidenced by the IO concetrations seen in virtual desktop infrastructure, mail server, and commercial cloud workloads [12] , [19] .
OTF-AST with Caching

Overview
The analysis described in Sect. 2.4 led us to develop a system for handling IO concentrations that adds OTF-AST to caching. We call it "on-the-fly automated storage tiering with caching" (OTF-AST with caching). To maximize the effect of OTF-AST and caching, we developed two schemes. The first one joins OTF-AST and caching without missing any accesses by replacing the HDD used by OTF-AST with a cache drive consisting of an SSD and an HDD. IO accesses are first assigned to the cache drive. Then, if an IO concentration lasting for a moderately long duration is detected, the IO concentration area is migrated from the cache drive to the SSD used for OTF-AST (the "multi-tier SSD"). Once the migration is completed, the system starts distributing new IO requests to the cache drive or the multi-tier SSD. The migration algorithm used is the one previously used [15] , [17] . It is described in detail in Sect. 3.3.
The second scheme reduces the migration latency between the cache and multi-tier SSD, thereby improving the hit ratio of the multi-tier SSD. This is achieved by preventing HDD random accesses: migration from the cache HDD and migration from the cache SSD to the multi-tier SSDs are done separately. The migration method is described in detail in Sect. 3.4.
In this way, OTF-AST with caching assigns the IO accesses with moderately long durations in IO concentration areas to the multi-tier SSD and those in other areas to the cache drive with minimum migration overhead.
Furthermore, OTF-AST with caching helps prevent the write-back bottlenecks with caching because it migrates most IO concentration areas from cache to the multi-tier SSD.
Configuration
As shown in Fig. 2 , the OTF-AST with caching system consists of a tiering manager, a tiering driver, a multi-tier SSD, and a cache drive. The cache drive consists of an SSD and an HDD.
The tiering manager is composed of a data collector, workload analyzer, and sub-LUN mover. The data collector executes block traces, retrieves the logs of the traces, converts these logs into the number of IO accesses in units of sub-LUN, and saves them at short intervals. The work- load analyzer retrieves the saved information and executes the OTF-AST algorithm [15] , [17] , proactive migration, and observational migration [16] at short intervals. The output of the workload analyzer is sub-LUN information. This information is used by the sub-LUN mover to initiate migration of sub-LUNs between the multi-tier SSD and the cache drive.
The tiering driver is composed of a tiering table, dispatcher, fast migration function, and kernel memory buffer. The tiering table manages the sub-LUNs that have been migrated to the multi-tier SSD. The dispatcher assigns IO accesses to the multi-tier SSD or cache drive by referring to the tiering table. The fast migration function migrates subLUNs between the multi-tier SSD and cache drive. It is described in detail in Sect. 3.4. The tiering driver writes the data for an IO access for which the LBA is in the range of the migrated sub-LUN into the kernel memory buffer. It also reads data for an IO access from the kernel memory buffer if the LBA of the IO access matches parts of areas written in the buffer. Figure 3 shows the prototype system on a Linux operating system. The tiering manager is implemented in the user space. The tiering driver is implemented in the kernel space and connected with the cache drive and the multi-tier SSD by using the Linux device-mapper framework [20] . When the tiering driver receives an IO access, the dispatcher distributes the IO access to the cache or the multi-tier SSD by referring to the tiering table. The tiering table manages both the IO address of the sub-LUN that is moved to the multitier SSD and the application-visible IO address.
Our caching implementation is based on Facebook FlashCache [13] . We added features to FlashCache to speed up migration between the multi-tier SSD and cache drive. They are explained in detail in Sect. 3.4. 
Migration Algorithm
The migration algorithm used in OTF-AST with caching is similar to the one used in the original OTF-AST. The difference is that the HDD drive was replaced with a cache drive consisting of an SSD and an HDD.
For migrating sub-LUNs from the cache drive to the multi-tier SSD, the algorithm counts the number of IO accesses per sub-LUN unit and retrieves the number of accesses for a short interval, i.e., the data unit used to determine the IO concentration. Figure 4 illustrates the detection of an IO concentration occupying three sub-LUNs. The detection technique was previously reported [15] and [17] . In comprises four steps.
1. The number of IOs per sub-LUN is retrieved. 2. The sub-LUNs are sorted by the number of IOs. 3. Adjacent sub-LUNs are combined, the number of IOs is calculated by adding the number of combined subLUNs, and the combined sub-LUNs are sorted by the number of IOs, from highest to lowest. These combined sub-LUNs are called a "sub-LUN group." 4. The sub-LUN groups are retrieved in order (starting with the one with the most IOs), the sum of the number of IOs for the retrieved group is calculated, and the IO ratio between the sum of the IOs and all IOs is calculated. If the ratio exceeds M, the algorithm terminates. M is a pre-defined parameter to decide IO concentration.
The retrieved sub-LUN groups are the new IO concentrations. For the results presented in Sect. 2, most of the concentrations included more than half the IOs. Therefore, we set M to more than 50. It was 60 for the detection illustrated in Fig. 4 .
When the algorithm detects an IO concentration, it monitors the concentration. In the example shown in Fig. 5 , an IO concentration (sub-LUN IDs 4-6) is detected that lasts If the number of intervals exceeds threshold c, the subLUNs comprising the IO concentration are migrated from the cache drive to the multi-tier SSD. Threshold c is predefined and is set for each workload and server environment. The value of c is set with the understanding that the majority of IO concentrations have short durations [16] . The average duration can thus be improved by removing the short duration concentrations. The algorithm can be made to retrieve the IO concentrations that do not have a short duration by increasing c. These longer duration concentrations should be retrieved because the average response time increases during migration and decreases after migration. The total average response time is reduced if the duration of an IO concentration after migration is longer or c is larger. The value of c should be set for each workload and server environment because the increase in the value with migration depends on both the IO access locality of the workload and the HDD performance of the server. Therefore, c should be identified and set by applying the algorithm to each workload for each server environment.
For migrating sub-LUNs from the multi-tier SSD to the cache drive, the migration algorithm migrates those that once belonged to an IO concentration when the IO concentration has ended for o intervals. This is because these subLUNs often accumulate in a short duration IO concentration after a continuing IO concentration has ended. The value of o should be identified and set by applying the algorithm to each workload for each server environment.
Finally, we explain the differences between our migration algorithm and the ARC algorithm. The ARC algorithm manages the storage volume by page-size unit. It has both a recent queue and a frequency queue. The recent queue keeps the page numbers that hit one time while the frequency queue keeps the page numbers that hit two times or more. Both queue lengths are automatically adjusted in accordance with changes in the IO access pattern. In contrast, our algorithm manages the storage volume by sub-LUN unit. A sub-LUN unit is composed of many continuous pages, and a portion of those pages may include few IO accesses. Our algorithm uses the number of IO accesses generated in a sub-LUN, and judges whether to migrate by using the continuous duration of IO-concentrated sub-LUNs. Therefore, our algorithm can identify the entire IO concentration area.
Migrating Sub-LUNs between Cache Drive and Multitier SSD
For migration from the cache drive to the multi-tier SSD, the fast migration function initiates sub-LUN migration between the multi-tier SSD and cache drive. To prevent random accesses to the HDD, data is migrated from the cache HDD to the multi-tier SSD and from the cache SSD to the multi-tier SSD separately.
As illustrated in Fig. 6 , the fast migration function first migrates a sub-LUN from the cache HDD to the multi-tier SSD (Step 1). It then instructs the cache to select the dirty cache blocks for which the LBAs are part of the migrating sub-LUN (Step 2). Next, it instructs the cache to migrate these dirty blocks from the cache SSD to the multi-tier SSD (Step 3). Finally, it retrieves the written areas of the kernel memory buffer and migrates the data in those areas to the multi-tier SSD. These data are stored in the IO access data area where the LBAs belonging to the migrating sub-LUN are stored (Step 4). We based the cache drive in our prototype system on Facebook FlashCache [13] and added Steps 2 and 3.
For migration from the multi-tier SSD to the cache drive, the sub-LUNs are migrated directly from the multitier SSD to the cache HDD to reduce the overhead of the cache drive layer. 
Evaluation
Methodology
Our intention was to clarify whether our OTF-AST with caching system can handle workloads that generate many IO concentrations. We evaluated its performance in terms of the average response time and SSD access ratio. The average response time represents the overall effect of our system including the migration overhead. The SSD access ratio represents this effect without the migration overhead. We compared its performance with that of caching only and OTF-AST only by replaying the Samba workloads and MSR Cambridge workloads described in Sect. 2. We used Facebook FlashCache [13] , which has a block size of 4 KB and uses LRU as the cache migration algorithm for the caching implementation since FlashCache does not support ARC.
We could not replay the Samba workloads [12] since the workload logs were aggregated into 1-GB 1-min units; the workloads could thus only be replayed as statistical data. We therefore created src1 0+ and src1 1+ trace logs for the Samba workloads by using portions of the MSR Cambridge src1 0 and src1 1 workloads, respectively. How this was done is explained in detail elsewhere [15] .
We selected portions of the MSR Cambridge src1 0, src1 1, proj1, proj2, proj4, usr1, usr2, and web2 workloads to reproduce the MSR Cambridge workloads described in Table 2 . This is because the durations of the MSR Cambridge workloads were about one week, and the IO concentration time zone and non IO concentration time zone were mixed in these workloads. Therefore, from each MSR Cambridge workload, a range of access logs consisting of IO concentrations was examined.
These portions were converted into the 'btreplay' format using the 'tr2replay' command, which we developed, and they were reproduced using the 'btreplay' command of Linux. Options '-X 1 -W 1' in 'btreplay' were specified.
The prototype system was implemented using the components listed in Table 3 . We set c to 3 minutes and o to 10 minutes. These values were the same ones used in our previous evaluation [15] , [17] . 
Results
Before presenting the results, we explain the SSD capacity for OTF-AST with caching. Since each workload has different IO concentrations, the OTF-AST with caching system should be able to handle different SSD capacities. For example, when we executed the src1 0+ (Min=5) workload, a 109-GB SSD was used; as we set the SSD capacity for caching to 16 GB, the multi-tier SSD capacity was 93 GB. Here, Min is the duration of an IO concentration appearing for the same group of sub-LUNs. The results presented in Sect. 2.3 show that an increase in SSD capacity does not lead to an increase in the SSD hit ratio. Therefore, we set the SSD capacity for caching to 16 GB for each workload. Figure 7 plots the change in SSD consumption when src1 0 and src1 1 were replayed. Because the OTF-AST scheme assigns SSD capacity on demand and the caching scheme sets the SSD capacity to 16 GB, SSD consumption is variable. As shown in the figure, SSD consumption returned to 16 GB about 20 minutes after the IO concentration ended.
When the other workloads were replayed, the SSD capacity for caching was set to 16 GB (FlashCache1) or 109 GB (FlashCache2). The latter was the same as the maximum amount of SSD used by OTF-AST with caching. Figure 7 shows that the maximum amount of SSD used with OTF-AST with caching continued for a short time. However, FlashCache2 can use this SSD capacity for the entire elapsed time. Therefore, FlashCache2 is advantageous compared with OTF-AST with caching.
Finally, we explain the method used for analysing these results. The performance of OTF-AST with caching de- pends on the amount of write-back traffic, the number of migrations, and the SSD access ratio. It worsens when the amount of write-back traffic increases or the number of migrations increases because both drastically increase HDD response time. On the other hand, it improves when the SSD access ratio increases. Therefore, we investigated the performance of OTF-AST with caching by considering these three factors.
First, we explain how we calculated the write-back ratio using write back(%) = (disk write − uncached write) * 100/total where write back is the write-back ratio, disk write is the number of disk write accesses, uncached write is the number of uncached write accesses, and total is the total number of IO accesses. Figure 12 shows the write-back ratio for each workload. The ratio was calculated by first subtracting the number of uncached write accesses from the number of disk write accesses and then dividing the result by the total number of IO accesses. Both the number of uncached write accesses and number of disk write accesses were obtained from the FlashCache statistics for all IO accesses. The number of uncached write accesses was the number of disk write accesses on executing user IO requests. This value did not include the number of disk write accesses on executing a write-back function for FlashCache.
The writeback function might have been executed even if the SSD for FlashCache was not full. If several write requests were simultaneously received by a cache block, FlashCache wrote the cache block to the cache HDD when the request had been completed [21] . Table 4 summarizes the average response times for the Samba workloads. Figures 10 and 13 plot the changes in SSD consumption for the Samba workloads. There were fewer migrations when the changes were less frequent and there were more migrations when they were more frequent. Table 5 summarizes the SSD access ratios for the Samba workloads. The ratios for OTF-AST with caching include SSD consumption (GB), i.e., the maximum usage amount (1) Src1 0+
Evaluation Using Samba Workloads
For src1 0+, a read-write-mixed workload, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was always less than that for OTF-AST only because of the caching effect. When Min was 5, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was only 42% that for OTF-AST only. When the src1 0+ workload was replayed with a larger Min, OTF-AST with caching consumed less SSD, and the average response time was less in most cases. This is because the number of SSD migrations decreased. Figure 8 shows the cumulative distribution functions (CDFs) of the response times. The more to the upper-left a curve, the shorter the response time. The response time for OTF-AST with caching grew more quickly than that for OTF-AST only because of the caching effect. Moreover, the response time for Min = 90 grew more quickly than that for Min = 5 because of the decrease in SSD migration. Figure 10 plots the change in SSD consumption when src1 0+ was replayed. The change for Min = 90 was infrequent while that for Min = 5 was frequent, which increased SSD migration and slowed down OTF-AST with caching. The average response time for OTF-AST only exceeded that for FlashCache1, FlashCache2, and HDD. The average response time for FlashCache1 was almost the same as that for FlashCache2 because of FlashCache's large amount of write-back traffic (Fig. 12) . Increasing Min in- creased the average response time for FlashCache2. This is because the SSD capacity for FlashCache2 was reduced. When Min was 5, the SSD capacity was 109 GB while it was 30 GB when Min was 90. Figure 9 shows the CDFs of the responses time for Min = 5. The response time for OTF-AST only was shorter than that for FlashCache2 until their CDFs reached 90%. When their CDFs exceeded 90%, the response time for OTF-AST only was longer than that for FlashCache2 because of the migration overhead for OTF-AST only. Thus, the average response times for OTF-AST only and FlashCache2 were the same because OTF-AST only utilized the reduction in the response time up to the 90th percentile.
The results in Table 5 indicate that the SSD access ratio for OTF-AST with caching was in most cases larger than those for OTF-AST only, FlashCache1, and FlashCache2. The ratios for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 were in most cases close to those for OTF-AST with caching and OTF-AST only when Min exceeded 15. However, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was more than twice less than those for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 because of FlashCache's large amount of write-back traffic. Figure 12 shows that the write-back ratios for OTF-AST with caching were much lower than those for FlashCache1 For src1 1+, a read-predominant workload, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching always exceeded those for OTF-AST only, FlashCache1, and FlashCache2. However, the improvement ratio for src1 1+ was smaller than that for src1 0+ because FlashCache created very little write-back traffic and the average response time for HDD only was very close to those for OTF-AST with caching, OTF-AST only, FlashCache1, and FlashCache2. When Min was 10, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was 78% that for OTF-AST only and 93% that for FlashCache. Figure 11 shows the CDFs of the response times for Min=10. The response time for OTF-AST with caching was shorter than that for FlashCache2 until their CDFs reached 92%. When their CDFs exceeded 92%, the response time for OTF-AST with caching was longer than that for FlashCache2 because of its migration overhead. However, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was less than that for FlashCache2 because its "benefit," which is obtained between the 0th and 92nd percentiles, is larger than its loss above the 92nd percentile. The benefit is that OTF-AST with caching has a lower average re- sponse time than FlashCache2. The SSD access ratio for OTF-AST with caching was always larger than those for the other systems. Although its SSD access ratio remained almost the same when Min was increased, its average response time decreased because the number of SSD migrations dropped. Figure 13 plots the change in SSD consumption when src1 1+ was replayed. The change was less frequent for Min=90 and more frequent for Min=10, which increased SSD migration and slowed down OTF-AST with caching. The duration for src1 1+ was about 120 minutes, estimated from the duration for src1 1 in Table 2 .
(3) Summary
In short, for the Samba read-write-mixed workloads, the average response times for OTF-AST with caching were much less because the SSD access ratios were sufficiently high, the amount of write-back traffic was sufficiently low, and the average response times for HDD only were five times longer than those for OTF-AST with caching. Though the average response time for OTF-AST with caching increased with the number of migrations, it was still lower than for the other methods. However, the average response times for FlashCache1/2 remained fairly stable even as the SSD access ratios increased with Min. This is because the average response times for FlashCache1/2 were restricted due to FlashCache's large amount of write-back traffic.
For the Samba read-predominant workloads, the average response times for OTF-AST with caching were slightly less because the average response times for HDD only were almost the same as those for OTF-AST with caching. Moreover, the average response times for OTF-AST with caching increased with the number of migrations. However, the average response times for FlashCache1/2 were almost the same as those for OTF-AST with caching because of FlashCache's small amount of write-back traffic and migration overhead for OTF-AST with caching. Table 6 summarizes the average response times for the MSR Table 7 summarizes the SSD access ratios. The ratios for OTF-AST with caching include SSD consumption (GB), i.e., the combined maximum amount of multi-tier SSD and cache SSD consumption.
Evaluation Using MSR Cambridge Workloads
(1) Src1 0
For src1 0, a read-write-mixed workload, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was less than that for OTF-AST only, and the average response time for OTF-AST only was less than those for FlashCache1, FlashCache2, and HDD. The average response time for OTF-AST with caching was 60% that for OTF-AST only and 45% that for FlashCache2. Figure 14 shows the CDFs for the src1 0 response times. The response time for OTF-AST with caching was shorter than that for OTF-AST only from the 74th percentile. This is because the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was less than that for OTF-AST only. The SSD migrations of OTF-AST only caused the SSD access ratios for both OTF-AST with caching and OTF-AST only to greatly exceed those for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2. The percentage difference in average response time between FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 was about 33%, whereas that in SSD capacity was 663% because the performances of FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 were restricted by write-back traffic (see Figure 12) . We examined the results for src1 0+ because the average response times for FlashCache-1/2 were almost the same. With FlashCache1, the average response time for src1 0 was almost the same as that for src1 0+ (Min=5,10,15,20,90) although the SSD hit ratio for src1 0 was drastically lower than that for src1 0+. This was because FlashCache's performance was restricted by write-back traffic in both cases. The FlashCache writeback function was executed when several write requests were simultaneously received by a cache block. With FlashCache2, the average response time for src1 0 was almost the same as that for src1 0+ (Min=5) although the SSD hit ratio for src1 0 was drastically lower than that for src1 0+. This was also due to the write-back traffic restriction.
(2) Src1 1 For src1 1, a read-predominant workload, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was more than those for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 although its SSD access ratio was much higher than those for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 because of the low average response time of HDD only and the migration overhead of OTF-AST with caching. Figure 15 shows the CDFs for the src1 1 response times. The effect of SSD migration was less than that for src1 0 because the response time for HDD only was an order of magnitude less than that for src1 0. Moreover, the response time for OTF-AST with caching exceeded those for FlashCache1, FlashCache2, and HDD when the percentile exceeded the 92nd one because of the migration overhead of OTF-AST with caching. Figure 7 includes the change in SSD consumption for src1 1 replayed. This frequent changes increased the number of SSD migrations. The average response times for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 were a bit less than that for HDD only because FlashCache created very little write-back traffic (see Fig. 12 ). In contrast, the SSD access ratio for OTF-AST with caching was much larger than those for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2. The average response time for OTF-AST with caching was less than those for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 when the average response time for HDD only was much greater than that for OTF-AST with caching and the change in SSD consumption became stable.
(3) Proj1, proj4, usr2, and web2
For the proj1, proj4, usr2, and web2 workloads, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was more than those for FlashCache1, FlashCache2, and HDD only, again because of the low average response time of HDD only and the migration overhead of OTF-AST with caching. As shown in Fig. 17 , the migration overheads for these workloads were large when they were replayed because of the frequent changes in SSD consumption. The average response times for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 were a bit longer than that for HDD only because of the low SSD access ratios.
(4) Proj2
For the proj2 workload, the average response time for HDD only was the longest because of the effect of the write IO access. The average response time for OTF-AST with caching was a bit longer than those for FlashCache1 and FlashCache2 because of its moderate SSD access ratio (47.8%) and its large migration overhead. As shown in Fig. 17 , SSD consumption changed frequently when proj2 was replayed, resulting in large migration overhead. However, the average response times with FlashCache1/2 for proj2 were less than those for src1 0 because of the difference in average response time between HDD only for proj2 and that for src1 0. The average response time for proj2 was 19.4 milli seconds, while that for src1 0 was 53.3 milli seconds.
The average response times for FlashCache-1/2 were twice less than that for HDD only even though their SSD access ratios were less than 10%. Figure 16 shows the CDFs for the proj2 response times. We speculate that the HDD part access patterns for FlashCache1/2 differed from that for HDD only due to the insertion of FlashCache and because the response times for the HDD part of FlashCache1/2 were shorter than that for HDD only.
(5) Usr1
For the usr1 workload, which had an IO concentration for about two minutes and no IO concentrations for about one minute, OTF-AST only could not migrate the IO concentration because its duration was too short. Therefore, OTF-AST only was ineffective for the usr1 workload. Figure 17 also shows that no SSD migration appeared when usr1 was replayed. In short, for the MSR Cambridge read-write mixed workloads (src1 0 and proj2), the average response times for OTF-AST with caching were less because the SSD access ratios were higher and the average response times for HDD only were from two to five times greater than those for OTF-AST with caching. However, these average response times were higher than that for src1 0+ Min=90 because the number of migrations was larger.
The average response times for FlashCache-1/2 were restricted by both the longer response time of HDD only and FlashCache's large amount of write-back traffic. The average response time for HDD only with src1 0 was twice that with proj2. Therefore, the average response times for FlashCache1/2 with proj2 were drastically less than those with src1 0 and a little less than that for OTF-AST with caching for proj2.
For the MSR Cambridge read-predominant workloads, the average response times for OTF-AST with caching were more than those for FlashCache1/2 and HDD only because of the low average response time of HDD only and the migration overhead of OTF-AST with caching. The average response times for FlashCache1/2 were almost the same as those for HDD only because of FlashCache's small amount of write-back traffic. All workloads for this evaluation included frequent migrations for OTF-AST with caching. We speculate that the average response times for these workloads would be drastically reduced if these migrations became stable. Moreover, the average response times for HDD only were sufficiently smaller when read-predominant workloads were executed. We also speculate that the average response times for OTF-AST with caching would be the lowest if the average response times for HDD only became drastically larger.
Response Time Reduction Effect for Caching Part of OTF-AST with Caching
To estimate the response time reduction effect for the caching part of OTF-AST with caching, we estimated the average response times for both the multi-tier SSD part and the FlashCache part for the src1 0+ (Min=5), src1 1+ (Min=10), src1 0, and src1 1 workloads. For the src1 0+ workload, the average response time for the FlashCache part (21.1 ms) was less than that for HDD only (55 ms). The average response time for HDD only should be almost the same as that for the OTF-AST HDD part. Therefore, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was less than that for OTF-AST because of the effectiveness of the FlashCache part. The results for the src1 0 workload lead to the same conclusion. For the src1 1+ workload, the average response time for the FlashCache part (18.8 ms) was more than that for HDD only (9.4 ms) because the migrations of OTF-AST only added write traffic to the src1 1+ workload, which is read-predominant. In contrast, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching (7.0 ms) was less than that for HDD only (9.4 ms) because the response time of the multi-tier SSD part (2.2 ms) was much shorter than that for HDD only, and the SSD access ratio reached 77 %. The average response time for OTF-AST with caching was also less than that for OTF-AST (9.0 ms) because the FlashCache part had a 6% higher SSD access ratio (Table 5) .
For the src1 1 workload, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching (18.4 ms) was more than that for HDD only (8.5 ms) because the response time for the FlashCache part (44.7 ms) was very long although the FlashCache part had a 6.8% higher SSD access ratio (Table 7) .
Finally, our evaluation in which we executed both OTF-AST with caching and a 'btreplay' application or both OTF-AST only and a 'btreplay' application simultaneously on the same server system showed that the average response times for OTF-AST with caching were always less than those for OTF-AST only. This means that both the CPU idle and free main memory space were sufficient even when executing OTF-AST with caching. Therefore, we judged that we could practically ignore the increase in CPU usage and main memory consumption due to caching.
Response Time of OTF-AST with Caching and Restricted SSD Consumption
Overview
The OTF-AST with caching system assigns SSD areas when it detects an IO concentration and releases the areas in which the IO concentration has ended. In other words, the amount of SSD consumed in the OTF-AST with caching system depends on the number of IO concentrations in the workload. Since our current implementation prioritizes cache to multitier SSD migration, it may not execute multi-tier SSD to cache migration immediately. We investigated the performance of OTF-AST with caching when the upper limit of the SSD usage percentage was 90%, 80%, and 70% of the maximum amount of SSD available. We used the src1 0+ (Mem=10), src1 0, src1 1+ (Mem=10), and src1 1 workloads to investigate performance with a read-predominant Samba/MSR workload and a read-write mixed Samba/MSR workload. We compared the performance of OTF-AST with caching with that of FlashCache2 and HDD only by replaying the above workloads. We also set the SSD capacity of FlashCache2 to 90%, 80%, and 70% of the maximum amount of the SSD available in OTF-AST with caching.
Because of the hardware problem in our original investigation (Sect. 4), the HDD and SSD were replaced with an HBA 4-HDD RAID0 (SAS, 10,000 rpm, 1.2TB) x 4 and a FUJITSU PY-SS48NK (SATA, MLC, 480 GB), respectively.
To exclude sub-LUNs when the SSD consumption of OTF-AST with caching reached the upper limit of SSD capacity, we used an OTF-AST exclusion algorithm with caching similar to the LRU algorithm. When the SSD consumption reaches the upper limit, the algorithm selects the least accessed U sub-LUNs and migrates them from the multi-tier SSD to the cache drive before replacement from cache to multi-tier SSD judgment (described in Sect. 3.3). We set U to 5. Figure 22 shows the average response time when the multitier SSD capacity is limited, and Figure 23 shows the SSD access ratio when the multi-tier SSD capacity is limited. In the figures, 'OC' means OTF-AST with caching, 'FC' means FlashCache2, and the percentage means the upper limit of SSD capacity. For example, 100% means no limitation on SSD capacity and 90% means that the upper limit is 90% of the maximum amount of SSD available, which is shown in Tables 4 and 6 .
Results
For src1 0+, the average response times for OTF-AST with caching were less than those for FlashCache2 even when the upper limit was 70%. Moreover, the average response times for OTF-AST with caching were almost the same irrespective of the upper limit value. This was because, with src1 0+, SSD migration was initiated at ten-minute intervals.
For src1 0, the average response times for OTF-AST with caching were also less than those for FlashCache2 even when the upper limit was 70%. Moreover, the SSD ac-cess ratios for OTF-AST with caching were almost the same even when the upper limit was 70%. However, the average response time with 70% limitation for OTF-AST with caching was a bit less than that for FlashCache2 because, with src1 0, SSD migration was frequently initiated. This means that the average response time with 70% limitation can be reduced by eliminating the migration overhead.
For src1 1+ and src1 1, the average response times for OTF-AST with caching increased as the upper limit was reduced because of the migration overhead from the multi-tier SSD to the cache drive. However, the SSD access ratios were almost the same even when the upper limit was 70%. This again means that the average response time with 70% limitation can be reduced by eliminating the migration overhead.
To sum up, the average response times for OTF-AST with caching except for the src1 1 workload were less than those for FlashCache2 and HDD only when there was no limitation on SSD capacity. The average response times for OTF-AST with caching except for the src1 0+ workload increased with an increase in the SSD capacity limitation. This is because increasing the SSD capacity limitation increased the response time for migrating from the multi-tier SSD to the cache drive. In particular, the response time for the cache HDD was often increased drastically.
Our current exclusion algorithm forcibly migrates the least accessed U sub-LUNs when SSD consumption reaches the upper limit. The use of observational migration [16] when SSD consumption reaches the upper limit would prevent migration from the multi-tier SSD to the cache drive until the response time of the cache HDD drops below a predefined threshold. This could reduce the SSD access ratio for OTF-AST with caching, which might lead to an increase in the average response time for OTF-AST with caching. Evaluation of the effectiveness of this approach is left for future work.
Related Work
Previous Workload Studies
The results of three previous investigations aimed at clarifying the characteristic features of IO concentrations were considered in the current investigation. In one [9] , [12] , the workloads on a company server running Samba software with a data capacity of 4.4 TB and accessed by approximately 3000 users were analyzed.
In a second one at Microsoft Research (MSR) Cambridge [10] , [11] , workloads were analyzed using real-world logs of accesses to file servers, print servers, and Web/SQL servers, including block IO trace data obtained from 13 servers, 36 workloads (volumes), and 179 disks on the servers over the course of approximately one week.
In the third one [12] , the workloads on a Microsoft Exchange (MS EX) server with a data capacity of 112.5 TB and used as a company server were analyzed.
Previous Hybrid Storage Schemes
Hystor [22] is a dynamic tiering system that enables data to be migrated when necessary by monitoring loads. However, it cannot migrate IO concentrations to an SSD efficiently because its migration method predicts IO access latency by using 'frequency/request size' and because it monitors the changes in workload at intervals of 15 minutes or more.
Another tiering scheme is hot random off-loading (HRO) [23] , which dynamically estimates the performance benefits from the history of the access patterns (especially randomness and hotness) of individual files and migrates files between the HDD and SSD. It cannot select IO concentrations because it migrates files rather than sub-LUNs.
Cost effective storage [24] is also a dynamic tiering system. It cannot select IO concentrations either because it performs its analysis using IOPS + size, sequential access, and random access information. Iliadis et al. [25] proposed a dynamic tiering system to improve both average response time and cost per gigabyte. However, it predicts the average response time by using the M/G/1 queuing model and finds an optimal data placement by using a black-box optimization algorithm. Therefore, it cannot migrate IO concentrations.
Appuswamy et al. [26] presented a system called LORIS that alternates between caching and dynamic storage tiering and proposed a LORIS-based hot dynamic storage tiering (hot-DST) system that can migrate hot files to an SSD. However, hot-DST does not consider the IO access ratio and the durations of the IO concentrations.
Park and Du [27] proposed a hot data identification scheme for flash-based storage. This scheme identifies IO concentrations by LBA. In our system, IO concentrations are identified by both their sub-LUN size and duration. This means that their scheme cannot be used to identify the IO concentrations discussed in this paper.
Gulati et al. [28] , Klonatos [29] , and Narayanan et al. [30] presented schemes for dynamically migrating storage areas to achieve load balancing, optimize metadata accesses, reduce cost per GB, and compare caching and tiering methods. The scheme of Gulati et al. levels the IO concentrations, which they called "hot-spots," in the storage area by using dynamic migration and by monitoring workloads in real time, while that of Klonatos et al. utilizes the layout of metadata and retrieves metadata dynamically, leading to improved input of metadata to SSDs. The scheme of Narayanan et al. determines the best data arrangement on a hybrid storage system for optimizing the system-in terms of the cost-per-performance and capacity-per-performance ratios of the storage systems. While these schemes monitor workloads and migrate data dynamically, they do not take into account IO concentrations and cannot improve performance for a workload that includes many IO concentrations.
Conclusion
To handle the IO concentrations that occur in a storage server's access logs, we introduced an on-the-fly automated storage tiering with caching system called "OTF-AST with caching." The OTF-AST scheme handles the IO accesses that produce moderately long durations of IO concentration while the caching scheme handles the remaining IO accesses. Data is migrated from a cache HDD to a multi-tier SSD and from a cache SSD to the multi-tier SSD separately to prevent HDD random accesses. Reducing the migration latency between the cache drive and the multi-tier SSD reduces the average response time.
We evaluated OTF-AST with caching by measuring the average response times and SSD access ratios for Samba and MSR Cambridge workloads. It outperformed OTF-AST only and FlashCache on the Samba workloads, in which the IO concentrations continued in the same areas. When the read-write-mixed workloads were replayed, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was less than 42% that for FlashCache and OTF-AST only. When the readpredominant workload was replayed, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was less than 93% that for FlashCache and less than 78% that for OTF-AST only.
OTF-AST with caching outperformed OTF-AST only and FlashCache on the MSR Cambridge workloads, in which IO concentrations often moved to neighboring subLUNs after about 3 minutes. When the read-write-mixed workloads were replayed, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was 45% that for FlashCache and 60% that for OTF-AST only. When the read-predominant workloads were replayed, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was not less than that for FlashCache because FlashCache created very little write-back traffic, and the average response time for HDD only was less than that for OTF-AST with caching. However, the SSD access ratio for OTF-AST with caching greatly exceeded that for FlashCache. Therefore, the average response time for OTF-AST with caching was less than that for FlashCache when the average response time for HDD only was much more than that for OTF-AST with caching.
